**TYPICAL APPLICATIONS**

- Landscaping work
- Utility work
- Pavement marking
- Weed spraying
- Roadometer measurements
- Debris cleanup
- Crack pouring

**SYMBOLS**

- Arrow board (Hazard Mode only)
- Truck with headlights, emergency flashers and flashing amber light (visible from all directions)
- 18x18 (450x450) mm orange flag (use when guide wheel is used)
- Truck mounted attenuator

**GENERAL NOTES**

This Standard is used where any vehicle, equipment, workers or their activities will require a continuous moving operation where the average speed is greater than 3 mph (5 km/h).

For shoulder operations not encroaching on the pavement, use DETAIL A, Standard 701426.

All dimensions are in inches (millimeters) unless otherwise shown.

**LANE CLOSURE 2L, 2W MOVING OPERATIONS-DAY ONLY**

**DATE**

1-1-09

**REVISIONS**

- Switched units to English (metric), Omitted
- Elim. speed restrictions
- Pass With Care sign
- In Standard title